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NFL union provides hoodies
to junior high, athletic Mustangs
President of
NFLPA retired
players ‘gives
back’ to schools
By Karrion Calvin

R

epresentatives of the
NFL players union
provided green hoodies to two
groups of students at a special
meeting during the school day
late last month in the auditorium, as part of an effort to give
back to the community.
Brent Novoselsky, the
president of the NFL Players
Association (NFLPA) Former
Players Chapter in Chicago,
met with Academic Center
(AC) students and current
members of the boys varsity and frosh-soph basketball
teams in Blackwelder Hall,

Academic Center students, as well as varsity and frosh-soph
boys basketball team members, pose in Blackwelder Hall with
their new green hoodies, donated by the NFL Players Association Former Players Chapter in Chicago, late last month. INSET:
Brent Novoselsky, the president of the NFL Players Association
(NFLPA) Former Players Chapter in Chicago, speaks with assistant coach Chris Hopkins, just before delivering the donated
merchandise to students that afternoon. Both men are former
NFL players. (Photos by Karrion Calvin)

Please turn to page 3 for
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State Scholars
announced
N

ine seniors were
selected in early
December as the 2017-2018
Illinois State Scholars and
rank among the top ten
percent of Illinois students,
according to the Illinois Student Assistance Commission
(ISAC).
The students are Nyah
Addison, Vontrice Bobo,
Naomi Cobbs, Brian Dunn,
Amani Fashola, Kaylen
Poindexter, Quran Preston,
Keira Roseboro, and David
Street.
Locally, Gwendolyn
Brooks College Prep had
18 students recognized,
while John F. Kennedy
High School had 16, the
Chicago High School for

‘Sounds of the Season’

Agricultural Sciences had
11 Illinois Scholars, Percy L.
Julian High School had one,
Simeon Career Academy
had two, while Hyde Park
Career Academy had one.
In contrast, the No.
1-ranked school in the state
(and No. 39 nationwide,
according to U.S. News
and World Report in May),
Northside College Preparatory has 148 state scholars.
In 2016, seven Mustangs
made the cut, 12 in 2015, 11
in 2014, 14 in 2013, 11 in
2012, 15 in 2011, 14 in 2010,

Please turn to page 3 for

STATE
SCHOLARS

The Girls Chorus performs during the annual winter concert, “Sounds of the Season,” featuring performances by the school’s various choruses and bands, late last month. For more,
turn to the full-color centerspread on pages 7-8.
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Ready or not, here comes Trump
By Arionna Moss

I

magine that it’s 2021 and
Donald Trump has come
to the end of his first term as
President of the United States.
What changes do you expect for
him to have made as president?
As he said before he was elected,
“You have to think anyway, so
why not think big?”
Alarmingly, Trump’s
presidential election generated
numerous mixed emotions from
Americans. Known also as a
businessman, he has his positive
traits, but like any other human
being, he has some negative
ones too.
The presidential power consist of executing the laws created
by Congress, signing legislation
into law or vetoing them, negotiating and signing treaties and
several other duties, according to
whitehouse.gov.
Do you think that we are truly
prepared to have a government run
by a businessman like Trump?
In 1991, 1992, 2004 and
2009, several of Trump’s corporations filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy which allows his
businesses to continue to run
while debts are in repayment,
according to thelawdictionary.

org. Trump’s personal assets were
not at risk from being removed
since these corporations filed for
bankruptcy under their company
names.
Donald Trump definitely
knows how to dodge a bullet,
figuratively.
It is a possibility that because his businesses have been
in over $550 million in debt, he
could potentially lead the United
States of America in more debt
than the $19.9 trillion that we
already have, according to the
U.S. National Debt Clock.
Trump has, however, considered some changes that he could
make while in office that may
potentially benefit many business
owners.
“Under my plan, I will be
reducing taxes tremendously
from 35 percent to 15 percent for
companies, small and big businesses,” Trump said during his
first presidential debate against
Hillary Clinton, a presidential
candidate, according National
Public Radio.
Pessimistically, you could
say that he is only doing this to
benefit the wealthiest people, or
the one percent.
“If you look at the most
wealthy, the top 1 percent
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President-elect Donald Trump will take office on Jan. 20. How
will he makeover the country during his first four years?
would get about half of the benefits of his tax cuts, and a millionaire, for example, would get an
average tax cut of $317,000,” said
Lily Batchelder, a law professor
at New York University.
Sarcastically, Trump seems
to be thinking of others more
than himself for once, considering the fact that he has not paid
taxes himself for years.
“He used a $916 million
loss that he reported on his 1995
income tax returns to avoid paying personal federal income taxes
for years,” according to the New
York Times.
Taxes is just one major concern in Donald Trump’s presi-
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dency. He also has several other
issues that could be disagreeable
by most Americans.
“He wants to build a wall
on the Mexican border and
deport millions of immigrants
here illegally,” according to the
Washington Post. “He wants
to renegotiate trade deals and
likely slap tariffs on imports
from China. He wants to cut
taxes for the middle class and
the poor but especially for the
rich. He wants to repeal the
Affordable Care Act, roll back
federal regulations and open
more public land for oil and gas
drilling.”
With Trump as president,

it is also likely that racism will
become apparent again.
“Critics accused Trump
of fostering xenophobia and
Islamophobia during the divisive
presidential campaign,” according
to Cable News Network (CNN).
“Recent days have witnessed
ugly episodes of racist or antiSemitic, pro-Trump graffiti along
with threats or attacks against
Muslims.”
Additionally, one attorney
general added on to this information.
“Overall, reported hate
crimes spiked 6 percent, but the
number could be higher because
many incidents go unreported,”
United States Attorney General
Loretta Lynch said.
As president, Trump has
the option to “Make America
Great Again” or to ruin the entire
country.
“Trump is the first billionaire to become President of the
United States and that should be
a net positive for the country,”
according to Forbes. “...Trump
wants to be the best President
of all time and he now has the
chance to do just that. Trump
wants to help the country thrive
and the best way to do that is to
bring some much needed common sense to D.C.”

news briefs
IB NEWS
A visit to Sutherland Elementary by International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme
(IBDP) and Career Programme
(CP) students, teachers, and IB
coordinators Morgan Mudron
and Timothy Gronholm, went
extremely well.
Sutherland’s principal,
Eric Steinmiller, was impressed
with Morgan Park’s students,
and both the Sutherland IB
coordinator and assistant principal asked if MP could do an
extension activity in the next
couple of months, possibly
here at the school.
Students were split
between four rooms with
their seventh and eighth grade
students to give a half hour
presentation about MP and IB
Career Programme (IBCP),
and then they worked with
small groups over the following
two hours to teach the students
how to do computer coding.
Quite a few Sutherland
students said they wanted to
attend MP to be a member
of the IB Programme, and
their teachers were equally
impressed with the postsecondary accomplishments
of our IB students. According
to Mudron, our Mustangs
were proud of themselves and
conducted themselves like
true professionals.

IB student Tamera
Reno (top, center) speaks with
Sutherland students during last
month’s trip to the
school. Sutherland students
engage in coding,
supervised by
MP teacher John
Genell (bottom
left). (Photos
courtesy of Morgan Mudron)

SCHOOL NEWS
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Saint Xavier dual
enrollment is
great way to earn
college credit
By David Street

S

tudents of the Saint
Xavier University’s (SXU) dual enrollment
program have enjoyed the
benefits of the opportunity,
while the program continues to seek more students to
increase enroll.
Saint Xavier is a small
Catholic college located in
Mount Greenwood of Chicago’s South Side. Class size
is small, providing students
with a great first time college
experience.
“Overall, my first semester
at SXU was a great experience,”
said Gabriel Sanders, a senior
who’s currently enrolled in the
program. “It gave me a taste of
what to expect next year when I
am a full time college student as
well as putting me a step ahead
of others with the amount of
credits I earned.”
Counselor Karina Rice
gave some insight on what to
expect when being a part of
the dual enrollment program.

MP students can earn college credit as part of a dual enrollment partnership--for free--just minutes away from the school
at Saint Xavier University, located at 3700 W. 103rd St. The
partnership was first announced between the two local
schools back in June 2014.
“For starters, the student has
to be on track as far as credits,”
Rice said, “meaning you can not
be failing any courses. Students
need to understand that this is a
college course and you will have
to work! To succeed, you need to
be dedicated and committed.”
According to Rice, slots for

the program are limited. Both
juniors and seniors can enroll.
“There are a total of 10

Please turn to page 5 for
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NYAH
ADDISON
and 25 in 2009.
Congratulatory letters
from ISAC
have been sent
to honorees,
and the agency
has provided
personalized
Certificates
of Achievement to each
high school for
distribution,
according to the
organization’s
press release.
An Illinois
State Scholar is

VONTRICE
BOBO

NAOMI
COBBS

BRIAN
DUNN

AMANI
FASHOLA

KAYLEN
POINDEXTER

QURAN
PRESTON

KEIRA
ROSEBORO

DAVID
STREET

decided by the Illinois
Student Assistance
Commission (ISAC)
based on their sixth
semester class rank
and ACT scores from
their junior year. The
ISAC receives the

ACT scores directly
and schools send their
class ranks to ISAC.
The final decision
on who is a scholar is
determined in early
December. The Illinois Student As-

sistance Commission
(ISAC) recognized
nearly 19,000 students
from 652 different
high schools from
across the state as
2015-16 Illinois State
Scholars.
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Student scientists
to compete at
Chicago regional,
city-level fairs
T

he annual local science
fair was held in the
south girls gymnasium earlier in
December, and the winners will
go on to compete at the regional
network fair this month.
Four Academic Center
students will participate in the
Elementary Regional Network
Science Fair, January 19, and ten
high school students will participate in the South High School
Regional Network Science Fair,
January 20, at Chicago State
University.
Those who took top scores
among high school students at
the school-based competition,
ranked from first place, were
junior Olivia Strong (“Does
Aspirin Help Plants Grow?”),
senior Kapri Dowdell (“What’s
Hiding Under Your Feet at the
Playground?”), sophomore Jamal

Broy (What Makes Ice Melt
Fastest?”), junior Cameron Hope
(“Which Antacids are More
Effective?”), freshman Kourtni
Brandy (“Kool-Aid versus Sea
Salt Water in Plants”), junior
Makeda Thomas (“Can Plants
Grow and Live with Various
Drinks?”), sophomore Zharmeece Watkins (“Smell and
Memory”), sophomore Lexi
Shadlow (“The Effect of Detergent on Stains”), freshman
Dorian Coleman (“Let’s Get
Rusting”), and junior Joshua
Thomas (“Fresh and Clean”).
Junior high-level competitors were ranked (from No. 1 to
No. 4) as follows: eighth grader
Michelle Herring (“Candy Fiber

Please turn to page 4 for

SCIENCE FAIR
WINNERS

GIVING BACK
Continued from page 1
giving each of them a green
hoodie and some advice.
Novolselsky, who played seven seasons in the NFL as a tight
end, including with the Chicago
Bears in 1988 and the Minnesota Vikings from 1989-1994,
when he retired after a serious
neck injury, chose Morgan Park
High School for his visit because
of his friendship with a current
Mustang assistant coach.
“Coach Chris, Chris Hopkins, is a friend of mine,” he said.
“We both played in the NFL, we
both played tight end. I played
about 21 years ago, [and] he
played a couple of years ago—
he’s much younger than me a
little better looking…and what
we do is go in the community
and we try to help out wherever
we can. We had come across
some hoodies that a company
wanted to donate, and were just
going around and giving them to
as many kids as we can.”
Hopkins added that his
relationship helped direct the
donation to the Mustangs, but
also because of the work he is
doing, too.
“He chose [MP] because of
me, but a lot of the work that I’m
doing is starting to get noticed
and me speaking up for not only
the needs of the kids here at
Morgan Park, but the kids in the
community,” Coach Chris said.
“There’s a lot more things that I
have really been pushing on my
NFLPA group about showing
their faces out this way, showing
the South Side community that
they are not forgotten and showing our kids that we care.”

Offering something special to students is something of
value to the NFLPA, which is
the union for active and retired
professional football players of
the National Football League,
because school is so valuable.
“Giving back to schools is
real important, because schools
are the one place that helps us
get ahead,” Novolselsky said.
“No matter where we come from
or what we do, nobody can control our potential; only we can
control our potential, and school
is really the only place where we
can expand that potential. We
can expand our horizons, we can
see how many different things
that there are to do out there,
and it really sets us up for life.
My schooling was so important
to me, football is important
to me, but school is where it
started.”
While some may think that
becoming a successful professional athlete happens with talent
alone, Novolselsky dismisses that
notion.
“I think there’s a hunger and
a drive in everybody, and when
I was young, I always wanted to
be the best I can be; that means
I had a certain amount of talent,
but I needed to work very, very
hard,” he said. “And the great
thing about having teachers and
having school is that what they
are trying to tell you [is that]
there may not be shortcuts…and
the bottom line is it gives you a
place to work hard, but it gives
you a place to become better and
to become your potential and
what you want to be.”
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SCIENCE FAIR WINNERS
Continued from page 3
Pull”), seventh grader Mariah
Ward (“Skittles Color Science”),
seventh grader Brianna Berry
(“Wind Power”), and eighth
grader Kenneth Strongs (“The
Death of an Orange”).
Students were judged on
knowledge gained, scientific approach, experimental approach,
reliability of data, validity of conclusion, estimating experimental
error, originality, quality of visual
presentation, oral presentation,
and the written report.
Winners were determined
by the total points accumulated
that is closest to 100 percent.
The maximum number of
points that can be earned is
99 points. 53 of the points are
based on the scientific method
and the overall Impression of
the project. Eight points are
based on display. Another eight
points are based on the oral
presentation. The last 30 points
are based on the written report.
Those with top scores at the
upcoming regional fair at CSU
will enter the city-wide competition at the Museum of Science
and Industry from March 17 to
March 20, 2016.
The 67th annual CPS
Student Science Fair will take
place on March 16-19 at the
Museum of Science and Industry.
This year’s theme is “Science,
Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics: Connectin Global
Innovations.”
To participate, students must
design an experiment to investigate a question or problem, or
design or develop a new model,
computer program, mathematical
proof, and so forth.

High school
winners

#1

Olivia
Strong

#6

Makeda
Thomas

JV
winners

#2

Kapri
Dowdell

#3

#7

Zharmeece
Watkins

#8

#1

#2

Michelle
Herring

There are 16 different
categories that students may
develop a project: aerospace
science (including astronomy),
behavioral science, biochemistry,
botany, chemistry, computer

Jamal
Broy

Lexi
Shadlow

Mariah
Ward

science, earth science, electronics, engineering, environmental
science, health science, materials science (consumer science),
mathematics, microbiology
(including molecular biology),

#4

Cameron
Hope

#5

#9

Dorian
Coleman

#10

#3

Brianna
Berry

physics, and zoology.
Last year’s CPS-wide science fair winning projects were
“Poop to Power” (Environmental Science), “Diet and Exercise
in Colon Cancer Development”

Kourtni
Brandy

Joshua
Thomas

#4

Kenneth
Strongs

(Health Science), “The Effect
of Mixed Cultures on Microbial Fuel Cells” (Environmental
Science), and “Combating Dust
Storms with Wiper Mechanism”
(Engineering Science).

Senior awarded coveted Posse scholarship
S

enior Arionna Moss
has been awarded a
full ride scholarship through
the selective Posse Foundation, last month.
Nominated for her academic achievement, leadership qualities demonstrated,
and social skills, Moss will
receive a four-year scholarship
worth over $100,000, with the
exception of room and board.
Not surprisingly, Moss is
very pleased over the news.
“When I was notified
that I won the Posse scholarship, I was extremely proud
of myself and super-excited,”
the senior said. “My family
kept telling me that they were
so proud of me and that they
knew I could do it, and my
boyfriend said that he knew I
would get it since I informed
him that I would actually
apply. He was my biggest supporter, and I was so grateful
to have people surrounding
me who knew that I could
accomplish this goal.

Senior Arionna Moss holds her
acceptance letter from Agnes
Scott College, which also recognizes her as a Class of 2021
Posse Foundation Scholar.
The selection process for the
full-ride scholarship is highly selective, featuring a series of three
interviews--some in a group as
large as 50, eventually narrowing
to a one-on-one.
Moss described the process
as “nerve-wracking,” especially
after she was informed at one

point that she wouldn’t be invited
to the final selection round--but
then things turned around last
minute.
“A week later they changed
their minds, and I was given
three days to get two letters of
recommendation from teachers
(I obtained three), a counselor
recommendation (I received two)
and I had to write three essays,
but I had already had them prewritten for other colleges,” Moss
wrote in an email.
The Posse scholar said she
believes that her interviews are
what put made her stand out
from other candidates.
“I was very social with not
just the nominees, but the Posse
and college administration,” she
said. “I cracked jokes with everyone, I started conversation, and I
made everyone feel welcome by
showing them that I was friendly
and approachable. I got an email
the next morning informing me
of my results and that was amazing.”
This scholarship takes long-

term effort to earn, according to
the program’s website.
“Posse is a college access and
youth leadership development
program that identifies, recruits
and selects student leaders from
public high schools and sends
them in groups called Posses
to some of the top colleges and
universities in the country,” the
Posse website explains. “A Posse
is a multicultural team made
up of 10 students. It acts as a
support system to ensure that
each Posse Scholar succeeds and
graduates from college. Posse
Scholars receive four-year, fulltuition leadership scholarships
from Posse partner colleges and
universities.”
In 2015, Posse received more
than 17,000 nominations, offering only 718 scholarship slots.

College, career plans set

Moss, who was nominated
by counselor Ellen Bedore, will
be attending Agnes Scott College, an all-female, four-year
liberal arts university, located in

Decatur, Georgia.
Other Chicago Posse
partnership schools include
Connecticut College, Cornell
University, Denison University, DePauw University,
Middlebury College, Oberlin
College, Pomona College, St.
Olaf College, Trinity College,
University of Michigan, and
the University of WisconsinMadison.
While she plans to major
in business management and
pre-medicine, she also has
other educational aspirations.
“Originally, I wanted to
major in international business, but I’ll just take Arabic
in Morocco while in college,
since I’m able to study abroad
since its paid for,” Moss wrote.
She also plans to go on
to graduate school, perhaps
Pritzker School of Medicine,
Stanford University School
of Medicine, University of
California-San Diego School

Please turn to page 5 for
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Lengthy entrance lines
draw student complaints
By Karrion Calvin
and Perriel Ballard

W

hile many students
complain about the
often long lines that greet them
when entering the school before
first period, school officials dispute the argument.
With the polar votexinduced cold snap that struck
in early December, students
have been more vocal about the
lengthy lines that they endure
before and after the 7:30 a.m.
tardy bell for first period. Some
even blame the time spent waiting to get into the school for
their poor attendance.
“Students’ attendance is

being affected by the lines,”
senior Shantae Whitaker said.
“[School officials] should make
an announcement saying that
there will be students coming in
late due to the long lines so they
won’t be marked tardy.”
Some say that even their
well-being is potentially affected
while standing out in the bitter
cold temperatures.
“Our health is getting put at
risk, because it’s very cold outside
and we can really get sick while
we are waiting outside in the
cold,” junior Jamila Parks said.
Another student agreed.
“Our health is being put at
risk because it’s freezing cold
outside and they are making us

wait outside,” junior Tiana McCullough said.
Parks also feels that if the
lines weren’t so long, then her
attendance wouldn’t be affected
as much.
“My attendance would be
better if I would not have to wait
so long to get in the school,” she
said. “I wouldn’t have the amount
of tardies I have if it would take
less time to get in the building.”
However, students have an
unrealistic expectation of getting
to class on-time if they think
they can pass through the limited
number of entrances along with

Please turn to page 7 for
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Continued from page 4
of Medicine, or Harvard
Medical School.
Once her education is
complete, Moss expects to
focus her career goals on a subject she is passionate about.
“I plan to become a
pediatric oncologist, because
I absolutely adore children
and I want to invest in and
execute a successful cure for
various cancers,” she said, “so
that family members can stop
being loss to this devastating disease and children can
have amazing futures. I have
already obtained a volunteer
position at the University of
Chicago’s Comer Children’s
Hospital, which was originally

my dream school, so I’m already
two steps closer to my dreams.”

The Posse process

Each fall, students are
nominated by high schools and
community-based organizations
for their leadership and academic
potential.
According to the Posse
Foundation website, the organization “identifies public high
school students with extraordinary academic and leadership
potential who may be overlooked
by traditional college selection
processes.”
There are a series of interviews that narrows down the
number of winning candidates.

The first round of
elimination was based on the
candidates’ leadership skills,
personality, and how well they
interacted with others. During
the second interview, they
were allowed to talk to Posse
recruiters one-on-one about
academics, life, their perception
of college, and fears of college.”
Finally, during the last
interview candidates were
given their last chance to
make a lasting impression and
interact with representatives
from the university.
For those who want to
learn more about the scholarship, go to www.possefoundation.org.
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Are seniors ready
for the next level?
By Quinita Johnson
and Larry Watts

T

he school year is nearly
halfway through for
students, while seniors are
savoring what will be the end
of their high school career;
however, the question is still in
the air if seniors are ready for
the next chapter of their life.
Some think that students
aren’t taking enough initiative
to actually prepare students
for college and the real world.
“I could see the difference
in the IB kids and the rest of
the kids,” senior Patrice Canty
said. “No one acts like they’re
prepared to leave and actually
take the initiative and figure
out how life works. Everyone
says they’re ready to go, but
from what I see, it just looks
like they’re used to having
everything handed to them. In
college, you have to be on top
of everything yourself. I know
I’m prepared, but it isn’t the
school that prepares someone,

it’s how the person takes the
challenge, and how they set
their priorities.”
On the other hand, senior
Kapri Dowdell believes the
school is preparing her for
college and also has improved
her skill level.
“I feel Morgan Park is
preparing me for college to
a certain extent only because
I’m in the IBDP [International Baccalaureate Diploma
Programme],” Dowdell said.
“They give us material to help
our thinking and work ethics
to be ready for college and the
real world. However, some in
regular programs, students are
not exposed to all the elements
to prepare them for college.”
There’s a distinct disparity between the highly-touted
Diploma Programme and the
rest of the courses, according
to Dowdell.

Please turn to page 7 for
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slots available [second] semester,
and five are already filled,” she
said. “If somebody wants to enroll,
come see me in the Counseling
Office.”
In this program, SXU offers
classes that all undergraduate
students are required to take no
matter the student’s major.
“For the second semester of
the 2016-17 school year, a communication and two history classes
are offered,” Rice said. ”In the near
future, we plan to incorporate a
math and English course.”
Sanders commented on the
instructors over at SXU.
“I consider the instructors at
SXU to be good, although I do
feel like the professor I had was
a little more lenient than I expected,” she said. “I consider their
professors good, because he gave
the students all materials, study
guides, and hints to help us be
successful on our assignments.”
Amani Fashola, a currently
enrolled senior, gave insight on
what to expect as far as the work

curriculum at SXU.
“The work load was definitely different from high school,”
Fashola said. “It wasn’t like
everyone babied you to get your
work in. Sometimes you’d have
four to five assignments due at
one time, so you really need to
balance your schedule. Like I remember we had a speech and test
due the same day, not to mention
the peer reviews we had to do on
our speeches. It’s hard at times.”
Even though the work can
be difficult at times, Fashola said
that no one with intentions of
enrolling should be intimidated
by it.
“I feel like students should
be well prepared not so much
intimidated by the work,” she
said. “I mean, yes, college is
intimidating because it’s totally
different from high school, but as
long as you prepare and get your
studying habits together now
then it shouldn’t be so scary once
you actually get to college.”
Sanders said that after being

at SXU for some time, she notices that the environment there
is totally different from a typical
high school setting.
“The SXU [dual enrollment] program differs from a
high school setting because we’re
actually on a college campus taking college classes with college
students taught by college professors,” she said. “It makes you
feel like you’re in college already
because you don’t get treated any
differently than the actual college
students. Our class size was small
which made it better for us to
learn versus the crowded classrooms provided at most CPS
(Chicago Public Schools) schools
where the teachers can’t really
focus on individuals.”
Fashola said she thinks the
dual enrollment program with
SXU has better prepared her for
college. She now knows what to
expect ahead of time.
“This program gives you the
opportunity to be by yourself
meaning that you’re responsible

for yourself,” Fashola said. “You
have the option not to go and
flunk out, but you have to be the
adult and be responsible by getting to class on time and staying
on top of your work.”
When a student becomes a
part of the program, a schedule
change goes into effect. Instead
of having seven classes, the student will only have six.
“My schedule was altered by
this program in a beneficial way,”
said Braijon Carter, a currently
enrolled senior. “I would leave
school after sixth period and had
one hour to get from Morgan
Park to Saint Xavier. The days I
didn’t have the class it gave me
time to apply for colleges and
scholarships.”
Carter said that being at
SXU for just one semester has
taught him a thing or two.
“My experience at Saint
Xavier has been great,” he said.
“The college environment is very
different from high school. You
are doing things on your own

without anyone coming behind
you. In class, teachers lecture and
you take notes . At Saint Xavier, I
have matured a lot more because
my professor didn’t allow any child
acting up during her lecture.”
Fashola further commented
on her experience by saying how
much she liked it.
“It was very good, I actually
liked it a lot,” she said. “I liked
my professor. He was very understanding and was able to effectively communicate. He worked
with the students and he taught
based off everybody’s weaknesses.
Not like some students get it
and some don’t, so I’m going to
continue with my lesson.”
Sanders said she overall had
a great experience, as well.
“Overall, my first semester
at SXU was a great experience, it
gave me a taste of what to expect
next year when I am a full time
college student as well as putting
me a step ahead of others with
the amount of credits I earned,”
Sanders said.
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T

he Music Department, led by
directors Shemeka Nash and
Gabrielyn Foster, hosted its annual winter
concert, “Sounds of the Season,” featuring performances by the Jazz Ensemble,
Concert Band, Concert Chorale, Gospel
Ensemble, and other musical groups and
solos.
CHRISTMAS SPIRIT The Beginning Mixed Chorus sings “Jubilate Deo” at
the “Sounds of the Season” concert held in Blackwelder Hall last month.

1

1. Drummers Jalon
Allen, Darryl Howard,
and Derrick Crump Jr.
2. Fourth period
General Music student
Tatyana Jenkins, dressed
as a Christmas elf, delivers treats to an audience
member.
3. Soloist Deja Kelley
performs “O Holy Night.”
4. Nadia Reed belts out
“Mary Did You Know?”
5. Taianna Williams
plays “Blues March”
on the xylophone.

2

5

From Candy
Cane Day, to Ugly
Sweater Day, many
students and staff
showed their holiday
spirit by taking part in the
various themed days.

3

4

E SPREAD
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LONG LINES
Continued from page 5
nearly 1,400 other students
who are trying to do the same
thing at the last minute.
“Students are arriving late
and hoping to enter the building within two minutes—it’s
not possible [to be on time
for class],” Assistant Principal
Gail Tennial said.” “If every
student gathers at the door at
7:15 a.m., there’s going to be
a line.”
One security guard
agreed, saying that it’s the
students who are at fault for
being tardy.
“The lines don’t make students’ late, because we always
leave a 15-minute window
of when the students get in,”
coach and security guard
Christian Hopkins said. “Our

biggest crowd is between
7:21 a.m. and 7:22 a.m. when
all the kids who ride public
transportation come all at
once.”
The secure entrances are
often open nearly a half an
hour before the first bell rings,
but that is dependent upon
the number of staff on-hand.
“Doors are opened at
7:00 a.m., but they can only
be opened if security personnel is in the building,” Tennial
said.
She also said that the
entrances are divided up for
different reasons and students.
“Door 19 is for freshmen, AC [Academic Center]
students, and students who do
not have their ID’s,” she said

COLLEGE READY?
Continued from page 5
“The administration
doesn’t push the regular
programs to students to their
full potential and dedicate as
much time to them as they
should,” Dowdell said. “If all
the students received the same
amount of enthusiasm, time,
and attention from teachers, it
would allow everyone to push
harder to be successful. Some
students need one-on-one
attention and inspiration to
do better.”
Similarly, senior Miyah Hubbard said that she
believes the Diploma Programme students have more
of an advantage to being more
college-ready.
“IB kids do have more of
an advantage to being more
college-ready when it comes
to the curriculum,” Hubbard
said. “Their work is more challenging and more so geared
towards college-readiness,
given that they can gain college credits in the classes that
they are already taking.”
Then, in some cases, the
academic focus appears to be
misplaced, according to Canty.
“[The school and students] could focus more on
academics and less on sports,”
Canty said. “The main focus of
this school is their pride and
joy basketball team, academics
takes a backseat in comparison.
The importance of secondary
education and doing well in
school is never hyped up as
much as this sports game or
that sports game. People come
to this school for it’s reputation as a leader In sports or it’s
reputation as a t’d school, not
learning. If learning was put
on the forefront as a reason
to come to this school, the
people here would have a
more scholarly focus. Being

surrounded by scholars would
help change the focus and the
reputation in turn help the
people that want to learn.”
According to Hubbard, the
rules that the school enforces
are distractions to the classroom and don’t exactly prepare
students for being adults.
“The rules and regulations
are too much,” Hubbard said.
“For example, you can’t wear a
hat in class, but in college the
professor isn’t going to stop
their whole lesson to tell one
kid to take off a hat. Curriculum-wise, we are somewhat
prepared, but most likely we
aren’t ready for college.”
Pre-calculus teacher
Lauren Phillips believes that
her seniors have the ability to
graduate and is able to succeed in going to college.
“I think all seniors have
the capability, [but] whether
they have shown it throughout their four years is up to
them,” Phillips said. “Some
people may be a little bit behind as far as their credits and
stuff, but as far as capability, I
think every senior is capable
to graduate and get into a university or military field, and
hopefully it pays off.”

Expect college life
to be rigorous, but fun

English teacher Gerald
Winston advises that students
must make sure they succeed
in college, but also to make it
a memorable experience.
“Study, study, and study,
but have fun; college is all
about the experience and
make sure to have a lot of fun,
but study,” Winston said. “Do
not get a credit card and you
ain’t got no job and you ain’t
got no way to pay it—do not
do it !”
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Seniors apply
every which way for
college admittance
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Despite contrary studies, some
claim to resist peer pressure

What’s a teen to do when others try to influence them to do
questionable things?

By Tamara Pickens
and Kyala Darby
Many use the Common App to fire off applications to many different schools.

By Gabriel Sanders
and Raven Powell

I

n less than five months,
the Class of 2017 will soon
make their final decision upon
their college choice. Attending
college will be a new, and enjoyable experience, but how about the
part where you actually have to
apply? Students explain the reality
of things, their experience with the
process, and their final choices.
“I applied to 12 colleges,” senior Latrisha Howard said. “I only
got into eight so far, but my final
decision is Tennessee State University. I’ve wanted to go to TSU
since I was a freshman. I loved
their band and I’ve always heard
good things about the school.”
There are various ways to do
research on the school students
think they want to attend that will
either make, or break, their decision.
“I started watching HBCU
vlogs on YouTube, but I was
dead-set on TSU, and ever since
I went to visit my junior year, I
couldn’t picture myself at another
university,” Howard said.
Some students fired off applications to far more than the
average number of schools.
“I applied to 33 schools,” senior Vontrice Bobo said, “and got
accepted to all but four which
I’m still waiting on a decision.”
With an ample number of
acceptance letters, one always
stands out a little more.
“My number one choice
is North Carolina Agricultural
and Technical State University
[NCAT],” senior Vontrice Bobo
said, ”because it’s the number one
public university that graduates
black engineers—given I want to
be a computer engineer.”
HBCUs are a very popular
selection when asking seniors what
college or university they plan on
attending. These are colleges or
universities that was originally
founded to educate students of
African American descent.
“I want to attend a HBCU
because there will be a larger support system of people who look
like us and want to see us succeed,” senior Amani Fashola said.
For most students, all the

hard work paid off after realizing
that their top schools were more
than generous to offer them
scholarships.
“Bradley University’s tuition
is $31,740,” Thornwood High
School senior Camry Moore said,
“and with the scholarship they
provided me, I would only have
to pay around 5,000 a semester.
When I got my award letter I was
so happy, all the long nights up
doing homework and stressing
over grades are finally paying off.”
Applying for college consist
of more than just essays, recommendations, evaluations, and
scholarships. Every student who
plans on attending college has to
apply for FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student Aid).
This is also another challenging
process, and senior Dezirme
Johnson explained why.
“I got into the schools of
my choice,” Johnson said, “but
without FAFSA , you could
forget about going to college because that determines how much
money you’ll receive and have to
pay. The deadline is in two days
and I just filled it out. It was difficult because I didn’t really have
as much help from my parents at
the time, but luckily I’m set for
the next school year.”
Aside from FAFSA, some
students are proudly attending college through sports scholarships.
“I received a full ride from
Northern Illinois University,” said
senior Jawon Denton, who was
the defensive end for the varsity
Mustangs football team. “I got
full rides from Western Michigan,
Northern Illinois University, Ball
State University, New Mexico,
and Central Michigan University. I was happy because it’s free
school. My family and I sat down
and talked about each college until we made a decision on which
was the best for me.”
Some students chose to
take a different approach to post
secondary education.
“After high school I’m going
to the Navy,” senior Eli Brooks Jr.
said. “ Right now, I’m not ready for
college; when I feel ready to go, the
Navy will pay for school. I won’t
have to stress about the cost.”

P

eer pressure is the influence you feel from
a person or group of people to
do something you may or may

not consider doing.
Many, no matter what age,
are often faced with pressure to
“fit in.” But it is thought of being
more popular in our teenage
years because most teenagers
don’t want to feel like an outsider.

“Kids worry too much
about what others think of
them,” senior Gabriel Sanders
said. “They try to keep up with
the crowd instead of trying to
stand out.”
Senior Desire Mills
disagrees.
“I don’t believe it’s about
feeling like an outsider,” Mills
said. “I think it’s more so of
wanting everybody to like you.
Teens may not even realize it, but they do care about
whether or not people like
them.
There are some surprising
statistics about peer pres-

Please turn to page 9 for

NOT
PRESSURED?

Some say Trump
reinforces sense of dread
with Cabinet choices
By Amber Collins

M

any people have
fears about Donald
Trump being president for the
next four years because they
think he’s not taking it as serious as he should.
Some believe that Trump
is going to make the country
decline.
“I honestly believe he’s
going to make it worse,”
English teacher Gerald Winston said. “I don’t think he’s
prepared for this job; I think
he takes it as a joke and things
are just going to go downhill.”
It seems to be that all the
people he’s assigning for leadership positions aren’t good
for the job, either.
“My primary concern is
that the people he’s selecting
for leadership positions all have
sort of similar things,” social
science teacher Alvin James said.
“They’re rich old white guys and
there doesn’t seem to be a lot of
diversity in the group.”
One such person is
Andrew Puzder for secretary
of labor, who is the head of the
Carl’s Jr. and Hardee’s fast food
restaurants. He is also a major
critic of government regulation
and opposes a $15 minimum
wage, broader overtime pay
and the Affordable Care Act—
debatably ironic for a position
that is expected to be supportive of the working class.
Winston agreed with this
comment.
“He has put together the
richest most, I don’t want to
say Cabinet I’ve ever seen,

but it’s definitely all just business
men who’s out to make money
for themselves,” Winston said.
Many of his Cabinet choices
have a net worth in the billions
of dollars: Education Secretary
Betsy DeVos ($5.1 billion),
Commerce Secretary Wilbur
Ross ($2.5 billion), Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin ($46 million). Trump, himself, is worth an
estimated $3.7 billion, according
to Forbes, a business magazine.
It is also believed that he’s
just selecting these people for
leadership positions so he can
return a favor.
“I think I read somewhere
recently that the 17 people he’s
appointed to his Cabinet are
worth as much as 43 million
Americans,” social science teacher James Fitzgerald said. “He’s
just kind of creating a thing
where people who have helped
him out in the past are getting
rewarded with the positions, and
they really are completely out
of touch with what the average
Americans are going through.”
But if Trump is only selecting people for leadership positions just to return favors, it is
only going to make our country
worse if they don’t have no idea
of what they’re doing.
“The person he’s picked to
run education is not a public
education person. He just want
to make money through charters,
he has no idea how to run education and he’s going to ruin the
whole public education system,”
Winston said.
In fact, Secretary of Defense
DeVos chairs the American
Federation for Children, a group

that promotes charter school
education.
Fitzgerald also agrees that
it will be an effect on schools.
“He’s so worried about
businesses ahead of public
support, including education,
and I think that you might see
some money taken away from
school,” he said.
Not only does people
think it will be a problem
with the people he’s selecting
for leadership positions, but
people also think racism will
get worse.
“The biggest problem is
I think the country will be
racially divided because all the
racist now are hoping that he
makes America white again so
I think a lot of black people
or minorities are going to feel
left out,” Winston said.
According to an analysis
by NPR.org (National Public
Radio), Trump’s Cabinet appears to be about “as womaninclusive as those of the last
few presidents (none of whose
Cabinets have approached the
actual gender balance of the
country), but far less racially
diverse. White men make up
nearly three-quarters of his
picks thus far,” and is the second least diverse among the
last six presidents (Pres. Ronald Reagan featured a Cabinet
that was 81 percent white).
Another fear is that
Trump is only out to help the
rich.

Please turn to page 9 for
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Many say 2017 will
bring more uncertainty

First
Date
101
Is dating
different
from the
past?
By Ali Scott
and Alexus Ellerbe

T

he dating experience
is way different than
it was back when dating was
so simple and orchestrated,
while today’s dates can be so
diverse—which sometimes
might end up being awkward
and uncomfortable if the
date is not enjoyable for both
parties.
Senior student Kannan
Mitchell believes that first
dates are priceless.
“When it comes to
dates—first, second, last,
whatever—whatever you guys
do doesn’t matter,” he said.
“Money doesn’t matter, out of
all seriousness. It’s all about
spending time with whoever
you’re with.”
And Mitchell would
rely the same message to his

By Avian Griffin
and Jacoby Riley

P

While ice cream shoppes of the past are long gone, going
out on a date hasn’t changed a whole lot, according to some.
future kid(s).
“I’ll tell [my kids] that
money doesn’t matter,” he said.
“Do something nice for your
shorty.”
Social studies teacher James
Fitzgerald presumes a date
should be an experience where
it’s attentive towards the person
you’re with.
“It’s been years since I’ve
gone on one,” Fitzgerald said. “I
think that they usually should
be something laid back, chill,
doesn’t need anything that fancy.
You just need a setting where you
can talk and get to know each
other better. I think the movies
is a terrible idea for a first date
because you spent two hours [or
more] not talking to each other.
So maybe something that’s more
active, something both people
would have an idea of something
they both would enjoy doing that
allows them to socialize and be

more laid back.”
English teacher Gerald
Otis Winston III agrees, but
offers some advice in respect
to young women, including
his own daughter.
“She can go anywhere
public,” he said. “It has to
be a lot of people around,
but not the movies because
it gets dark in the movies.
They can go to a restaurant, a
nice restaurant. They can go
to Great America for a first
date. I’ll take them in my van.
He’ll sit in the back and she’ll
be in the front with me. They
can’t stay too late, but they can
go there or a nice restaurant.
They can go to the mall, too,
I guess.”
Physical education and

Please turn to page 10 for
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QUESTIONABLE CABINET
Continued from page 8
“He’s trying to make it work
out for the rich people,” senior
Ariel Fullilove said. “If you have
less, you won’t have nothing,
basically, and if you are already
doing good in your businesses,
you probably will be even better.”
It seems to be that the
underclass will basically be giving
their money to the upper class.
“They’re all out for the rich.
They’re going to make the rich
richer and the poor is going
to give their money, the little
we have, to make them richer,”
Winston said.
Again, according to the
NPR report, 28 percent of
Trump’s Cabinet choices are corporate CEOs, dramatically more
than any of the presidents since
G.H.W. Bush. Typically, past
presidents have employed people
with a government background,
as G.W. Bush and Barack
Obama did—91 percent of their
hires had government experience,
while Trump’s only 44 percent of
Trump’s choices do.
Overall, Donald Trump’s
presidency will be very different
in many ways.
“It seems as if Donald
Trump is going to be a very
different president than any
we’ve seen in history,” James

2 0 1 7

President-elect Donald J. Trump has
chosen Andrew Puzder (inset, right),
chief executive of the company
that franchises the fast-food outlets
Hardee’s and Carl’s Jr. and is an
outspoken critic of the worker protections, as well as the effort to increase
the minimum wage (such as those at
McDonald’s), to be secretary of labor.
said. “We’ve had presidents that
was pro business but he’s like
pro business to the extreme. His
perspective of social issues in my
mind are quite antiquated and he
doesn’t really understand things.”
James also added that Trump
just basically orders people to find
out information for him and then
come back and report it to him.
“And the new thing with
this not taking the presidential
intelligent briefings is sort of

another indication that he doesn’t
really want to be as informed as
other presidents seemed to want
to be,” he said. “He’s content to
have the people around him to
be informed and then they just
tell him whenever somethings up.
My guess is that it’s the way he
runs his businesses so he looks for
good people that’s able to do the
job the way he wants it done.”

resident Donald Trump?
Are you kidding? Prince
dies? OMG! Cubs win the Series? Armageddon must be right
around the corner, right?
Wow, it was a year of shocking surprises, wasn’t it? Well,
many at EMPEHI said 2016 is
a year that, generally, won’t be

missed and hope for a better ‘17.
When asked how she thinks
the next 12 months will go down,
English teacher Vera Williams
was somewhat optimistic.
“Well, I’m hoping it will
go better and I have a little bit
of hope with Trump because he

Please turn to page 10 for

WHAT LIES
AHEAD?

NOT PRESSURED?
Continued from page 8
sure, and what teenagers feel
pressured to do,” according to
an online report published by
FamilyFirstAid.org. This pressure may be fairly straightforward, with some teens
pressuring others to take part
in certain activities. In some
cases, though, peer pressure is
a little more subtle, with clues
given to teens that they won’t
be “cool” if they don’t participate, even without the overt
pressure to do what everyone
else is doing.
According to the story,
the Adolescent Substance
Abuse Knowledge Base
reported that right around 30
percent of teens are offered
drugs in middle school and
high school. The National
Household Survey on Drug
Use and Health from the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, reported
that 74.3 percent of high
school students have tried alcohol, while 3.1 million teenagers smoke tobacco products,
according to the American
Lung Association.
Then there is the Kaiser
Foundation, which reported
that about 50 percent of
teenagers feel pressured with
regard to sex in relationships.
However, some teens claim
that they feel like they aren’t
influenced by peer pressure, and
that adults don’t know what
they’re talking about.
“I’m not affected by peer
pressure because I have a
mind set of my own,” senior
Chenuyra Marshall said. “My
mom I feel like I’ve been doing good over the course of
my high school years because
I’ve done what I felt was
right and did not let anyone
influence me to do anything I
didn’t want to do.”
Junior Katana Darby
agrees.
“I’ve never experienced
anything like someone trying
to get me to do something
I didn’t want to do,” Darby
said. “If I did something it’s
because I wanted to do it not
because my friend told me so.”
It’s so bizarre that

teenagers don’t believe that
they’ve been influenced to do
something but they admit to
pressuring someone else!
“I pressure people
because it’s funny, especially
when they about to fight,”
senior Vernisha Perkins said.
It’s usually your close
friends or relatives who influences you to do something.
“My best friends pressured me to do something,”
senior Miyah Hubbard said.
“I did what they asked, but
it was off the strength that I
wanted to do it also.”
It seems to be that teenagers do not necessarily know
what “peer pressure” means.
They seem to think it’s only
about getting someone to do
something they don’t want to do.
“I’m not to sure what peer
pressure is but from my understanding I believe that it’s
making people do something
they don’t have in mind doing,”
senior Malik Coburn said.
Majority don’t believe
that positive things could
come from others influencing
them.
“When I think of peer
pressure, I think of someone
constantly trying to make me
do something that I said no
to,” senior Kayla Edwards said.
Senior D’angelo Jones
has endured similar experiences.
“When I think of it, I
think of my homies trying to
geek my head up into doing
something I wouldn’t even do
in my right state of mind,”
Jones said.
Peer pressure is not always a bad thing. Sometimes
your friends can influence
you to do something positive.
They might even stop you
from doing something stupid
that you’ll regret later.
“I wanted to ditch school
and go smoke, not knowing that I had a test,” senior
Amari Burke said. “But my
friend, Jermaine, was talking
me into staying because if I
leave i’ll miss my test and it’ll
bring my grade down,” senior
Amari Burke said.
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Music adds meaning to the lives of many
By Kendra Moore
and Kannan Mitchell

S

tudents and administration both spoke on their
music preferences and talents,
noting how important this artistic expression is to them.
“I played piano for 10 years
and I can still play, but I don’t
practice that much,” English
teacher Devin Jankovich said.
“I’m actually learning how to
play guitar right now, and I love
to sing, but I don’t have a great
voice.”
Living without music would
make the world boring and
unsatisfying.
“I’d be really sad and depressed,” English teacher Allison
Morales said. “I think music
is a global language, like every
culture, every religion, every
race, everybody has music... so
if music wasn’t around, then I
think people wouldn’t be able
to communicate their issues
as much. I think music really
speaks to everybody, and I think
everybody loves music. I’ve never
met anybody who disliked music.
We’d live in a very dull, boring
and depressing world if we didn’t
have music.”
People feel that music is a
necessity in life, and because of
that, music is an everyday thing
for some people.
“I listen to music every

single day,” substitute teacher
Kenneth Denton said. “Music
is really relaxing... it keeps you
focused, takes your mind off of
your current problems and puts
you in a whole ‘nother world.”
Similarly, one freshman
explained that life would be very
hollow without music.
“I listen to music all day,”
ninth grader Yapree Day said.
“If there was no music, I would
feel lost and dead inside because
music keeps me going.”
Most have their favorite
songs and artists that they listen
to whenever they can.
“My favorite artist is Gucci
Mane,” junior Lauryn Shakespeare said.
But it’s not just recent
releases that populate people’s
playlists.
“Currently, who I’m listening
to the most these days is Beyonce, but I do have throwbacks
like Tupac, The Clash, and Modest Mouse,” Morales said.
While it seems that many
teens tend to focus their attention on one narrow, particular
musical genre, Morales enjoys a
wide variety.
“I have a very eclectic taste
of music,” Morales said. “I grew
up with a lot of hip-hop and
R&B, but my Grandpa was in a
country band, so I also grew up
with some old Western-styled
country music. My dad was really

into punk rock, so I listen to a
lot of British punk rock, and I
do like pop music sometimes...
like I do like what’s being played
on the radio. I tend to lean more
towards older hip-hop, not the
newer music that’s being put out
today.”
Denton agreed, explaining
his interest in tunes from the
past.
“I listen to a lot of old school
music like Frankie Beverly &
Maze, Smokey Robinson, and

Kenny G,” the retired MP math
teacher said. “I just listen to a lot
of the older music.”
To some people, music
is a must to keep them going
through their days.
“You can ask my students,
I sing to them all the time,”
Jankovich said. “I don’t think I
could handle life without music.”
But is it the song’s rhythm
or the lyrics that draws fans in to
make it their favorite?
”I’d say both, but for me, I

like a song that I can sing along
to, so I’ll say lyrics,” Jankovich
said.
One teacher is torn between
the two.
“Usually the lyrics, but also
the beat, because you don’t really
pick up on the lyrics as much,”
history instructor William Collins said. “I read the lyrics a lot
because I don’t really know what
[vocalists] saying, but I’d have to
say the beat [is what I favor] for
the most part.”

No point to throwing food, many say
By Brian Lee
and Darryl Randolph

I

magine this: You’re just
sitting there in the cafeteria, and bam! You’re struck
by a hockey-puck burger with
mustard and ketchup on it and
it gets all on you, and then you
get into a fight with the person
who hit you with the food.
This type of stuff happens
far too often in the lunchroom.
Sometimes there will be good
food, but when food is that nasty
instead of throwing it away in
the garbage, some troublesome
students throw it at each other.
The way a food fight

starts is usually by someone
screaming out “food fight.” Then
a group of kids grab their lessappetizing lunch and just starts
randomly launching them.
Many students don’t like
food fights and think they are
childish for people to do. Also, a
lot of people don’t want to get hit
by food because they don’t want
to get their clothes messed up, so
what they do is run or hide.
“I run because I don’t want to
get hit, and there’s nothing else to
do so because you wouldn’t want
to get in the face with baloney
because you’ll be mad…” senior
Stephen Grayson said.
Some others just don’t care

about food fights, because
they have nothing to do with
them. They already know what
happens, so there is no point
in participating in them.
“Food fights don’t have
nothing to do with me but
just watching them, it be
funny because they do it for
no reason and people be stupid and they just fight for no
reason,” Grayson said.
Others don’t think food
fights are funny because if they
get hit they would most likely
get into a fight with the student

Winston agrees with
Fitzgerald, advising to his daughter that respect should be present
on a first date and dates beyond
that.
“I’d tell [my daughter] I
raised her well, that she knows
how to act like a young lady, and
don’t do anything to embarrass
me because I will embarrass her
[butt] back,” he said. “I’d tell
her to keep her legs closed, her
tongue in her mouth, and if he
tries to touch you, you let him
know that that is inappropriate

and you will tell your daddy. They
can hold hands, though.”
If things don’t go well for
Winston’s daughter’s first date,
she’ll still have Winston’s shoulder to cry on.
“I would take her out for ice
cream and take her shopping,”
he said. “I’m waiting for that first
break up so I can take her out for
ice cream and just sit together.”
Ricks says the perfect date
would be dinner and a movie.
“Dinner and a movie is a
good way to go,” he said.

Please turn to page 11 for
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DATING RITUALS
Continued from page 9
driver education teacher Joel
Ricks says that his first date was
near perfect.
“It was cool,” he said. “We
went to the movies and out to
eat. I don’t remember what movie
it was, but I know we went to
Wendy’s. On a first date, I think
what we did was pretty good.
At the time, I was a freshman in
high school. There wasn’t anything else to do. What would’ve
made it better is that I could’ve
had a car instead of being on the
bus.”
When Fitzgerald was a
freshman, he began dating with a
method called “group dating.”
“My first date ever in my
life,” he said. “I was a late bloomer, I guess, compared to a lot
of the things I see around here.
It was a freshman year dance.
It wasn’t even homecoming. It
was like a Christmas dance and
I went with this girl named Jen
who I still talk to once in a great
while. It was like a group thing.
We went as a couple, but it was
like eight to ten of us. We went
to Giordano’s afterwards. It was a
regular kind of high school thing.
I bought the flower and carried
on.”
Ricks advises that people
should “test drive” their interests
before becoming committed.
“Not necessarily about first
dates, but dates in general,” he

said. “I think you should date a
lot before you try to get serious
with anybody so you’ll know
what type of person they’re really
like and if you want to be bothered with them.”
Eventually kids have to grow
up
Fitzgerald says he would
tell his kids to have a good time,
but be respectful on a date. He
recommends the group dating
method to his kids when they
first decide to start dating.
“I don’t think my advice

would differ between my son or
my daughters,” he said. “I would
just tell them to be safe and have
a good idea of who the person
was. I think I would encourage
more of the group kind of dating stuff first, where people get
to know each other in a group
mixing of males and females.
I think for both cases, again, is
that for my son and daughters to
ultimately be respectful. Always
have the idea of how you want
to be treated, because you will be
treated that way, too.”

By Alina Scott
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MUSTANGS TO RELY ON YOUNGER PLAYERS
Continued from page 1
himself, he’s helping his teammates.”
Although the team is 9-2,
head coach Nick Irvin feels there
are some areas the team needs
improvement on.
”We just need to keep jelling
together,” Nick said. “Working as
one, and rebounding the basket-

ball while playing at a high level.”
Keeping the team focused
throughout the course of the
season is something Coach Nick
is good at.
“You gotta stay focused,” he
said. “You know, throw different
things at them everyday, and have
them stay positive and working

Junior guard Ayo Dosunmu brushes off a Wolverine during last
month’s home loss to Simeon. (Photo by Dajsha Byrd)

on their game.”
The key to the Mustangs
winning another championship is
through the play of the big men,
according to English teacher
Gerald Winston, who follows the
team very closely.
“I’ll say I think we’re looking pretty good,” Winston said.
“Our guard play is strong, our
bigs have to step up a little bit
more, and some of the players I
thought were gonna be contributors early in the season have not
been showing their full potential.”
Experience on the varsity
level is something the Mustangs
lack compared to previous years.
“You know what that’s tough
because each team is different,”
Lance said. “With this team, it’s
a lot different because in previous year’s we always had players
coming back, such as Billy Garrett and Kyle Davis. We always
had returning starters at least
two coming back, and this year
we only have one, which is Ayo,
so this team is different because

WHAT LIES AHEAD?
Continued from page 9
did stop a couple of factory
jobs from closing and shipping them overseas,” she said.
“He saved thousands of jobs.
If this is what he’s going to
continue to do, then I say,
‘Yay go Trump.’ It’s looking
up a little bit. It’s not as bleak
as I thought it would be, so
with that little projectile that
President-elect Trump did,
I’m feeling a little bit more
hopeful for the country, for
the citizens, and for me and
my family.”
Contrary to what Williams believes, some next year
will be no different from this
past year.
“I don’t see 2017 being any
better,” English teacher Gerald
Winston said. “Not with that
man [Trump] in office. It’s
going to be worse. Middle class
people are not going to have
any tax breaks, we’re going to be
paying all this money, and it’s
just bad. Bad!.”
Even though some things
may tumble in the Year of the
Rooster, according to the Chinese calendar, many can agree
that technology won’t be one
of them. Consider that autonomous cars and flying drones
were just a fantasy a couple
of years ago, tech devices will
infiltrate people’s lives even
more in the coming year.
“As far as technology is
concerned, I think it’s looking
up,” she said. “We do have the
new Google Home [virtual assistant]. Who would’ve
thought? I think that’s a great
thing. I think more people are
getting aboard of this technol-

Google Home is a voice-activated speaker powered by the
Google Assistant (as shown in this photo from the product
launch), similar to Apple’s Siri. It sits in your house and you
can ask it questions or tell it to do things like order products,
change the temperature of the room, turn on the stereo, and
some are looking forward to more tech like this in the coming year.
ogy pathway, I’m trying to be one
of them because, Lord knows, I
am still in the dark ages when it
comes to technology.”
Some students feel as
though 2017 will expose a lot of
hidden agendas now that Trump
will be president. Senior Kayla
Edwards shared her thoughts on
what she thinks will happen.
“I think more people will be
more comfortable being racist,
because they see their president
doing it,” Edwards said. “People
think that if Trump can do it and
he still got elected as president,
then racism is fine.”
Although Edwards feels
a little uneasy about the near
future, she still has a lot to look
forward to.
“The most important event
that I’m looking forward to
in 2017, despite everything, is

graduating and going to college,” she said. “I believe that
college has a variety of things
to offer me and I’ll be able
to meet and experience new
things that could improve
my educational and everyday
life skills. I will finally get a
chance to be on my own and I
am excited about it.”
Many people shared their
predictions on what they
think 2017 will bring. No one
is sure on what will happen so
all we can is hope for the best.
“You can’t say what’s going to happen for sure,” Williams said. “All I can is what
I hope will happen to me in
2017. What I know for sure
is going to happen in 2017 is
I am for sure I am going to
finally win the lottery. That’s
the only thing I can project.”

now we have players who didn’t
play a lot in previous years.”
Senior leadership is something every team needs to have
an successful season.
Senior guard Cam Irvin feels
he can be that leader.
“I have to be real confident
and not turn the ball over,” Cam
said. “I have to keep my head up
and most of all keep my teammates going, keep their heads in

the game, and make sure they
don’t let each other down.”
A team with that genuinely
plays as a team can overcome a
lot of obstacles throughout the
duration of a season, he said.
“Chemistry is a big part in our
success,” Cam said. “We all know
each other and everywhere we go
we go as a team. We never let anyone go by themselves and I think
that carries over to the court.”

Better behavior
needed in cafeteria,
officials say
By Terrence Fletcher
and Jalen Travis

F

ood fights: Why do they
happen at all?
“Pretty much kids lashing
out for attention,” security guard
and coach Chris Hopkins said.
Situations like this have
to be handled appropriately,
another security guard said.
“You have to detain the
ones that started the food
fight and then try to control
the rest of the people,” security officer Marcus Mohammad said.
But what would make
someone want to start a food
fight?
“A lot of times when kids
starts a food fight, someone
ignites them and encourage
them to do things that are not
like them at all as a person,”
Mohammad said.
It is challenging to deter
such negative behavior, the
veteran security guard said.
“To prevent food fights,
as me being a security officer,
I think we have to try to be
vigilant with the students
because once the students
know you’re watching them,
then they tend to stop or not
participate in it if you have
keen vigilance,” Mohammed
said.
Food fights are bad, but
should there be any serious
punishments?

“I think the situation should demand a strict
penalty, because someone can
really get hurt because when
students start running all
over place can cause people to
become trampled,” Mohammed said.
Assistant Principal
Rochelle Bryant explained the
school policy against this type
of disruptive behavior.
“The consequences of
food fighting include having your parent called and to
recommend a restorative response based on the behavior,”
she said, “to let [the offending
students] know their behavior
is inappropriate and how to
better express themselves, and
more than likely have lunch
detention.”
School officials don’t
simply make up the rules;
policy is based on Chicago
Public Schools (CPS) guidelines, Bryant explained, but
added the school still seeks to
improve upon them.
“We basically go off the
Code of Conduct to determine what the consequences
should be,” Bryant said. “It
should be our job to make
sure we implement them
to make sure everything is
perfect. Also, we should have
a better exit and entry plan,
maybe swipe to enter the cafeteria to make sure [students]
have their ID.”

FOOD FIGHTS
Continued from page 10
that hit them with the food.
“I would take the food off
the ground, find the person who
threw it at me, [and retaliate],”
senior Faith Cassell said.
There have been many
consequences instituted, but they
aren’t as harsh as security guards
feel they should be or used to be,
before Chicago Public Schools
(CPS) demanded a reduction in
student suspensions.
“You know when food

fights would happen [back in the
day], they used to do a 10-day
suspension, but now they just
do in-school suspensions which
isn’t that harsh of a punishment,”
security guard Dwayne Marshall
said, adding “When we try to
look for the person [who started
it], we will roll the cameras back
and double-check to see who it
was and how it got started, then
we will take that student to the
dean’s office.”
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New Mustangs
head coach hired
By Corey Shannon

A

fter a lengthy process,
the school administration announced to football team
athletes, in a meeting held earlier
last month, that a new head
coach for the varsity Mustangs
football program had been hired
for the coming season.
Kenneth Rogers, a former
linebackers coach who served
under former head coach Wesley
Yates back in the 2013-14 season, was offered the position late
in the week just before winter
vacation, and he was introduced
to the players during an eighth
period meeting in the cafeteria.
The search for a new head
coach got underway back in
November after three-year head
coach Terry Atkins resigned just
days after their 36-7 loss to the
Simeon Wolverines in the Public
League playoffs.
According to Dr. Carolyn
Epps, the principal, the decision
came down to two choices late
in the process, but didn’t expect
to finalize it until after break,
she explained to players during
a meeting in the auditorium two
days before the selection was
made official.
Although he has just been
given the position, he wants to
start as soon as possible with his
new team to achieve the goals he
has set.
“The number one goal, of
course, is to make state playoffs,
and take it a step further,” Rogers
said. “The first step is to sit down
with the team and watch film, so
I can get a good evaluation and
go from there,” Rogers said.
With his history, this should
be an achievable goal. Rogers
was also coached at Sarah E.
Goode STEM Academy this
past season, in the Public League

The principal, Dr. Carolyn Epps, flanked by athletic director Michael Berger (left), introduces Kenneth Rogers (right), the new
head coach, to members of the football teams during a special
meeting held in the cafeteria on Friday, December 23.
Great Lakes conference. Not
only did he help to bring them to
an undefeated season (9-0), but
gave them their first state playoff
appearance (against Nazareth
Academy, falling 46-6), as well.
The Trojans dominated their
opponents all season long, with
the defense earning two shutouts and allowing only two teams
to score more than a single TD
(Harlan and Corliss).
Rogers has also worked with
head coach Nick Irvin with the
boys varsity basketball team. He
explained to the players during
the meeting that he built up various programs, including those at
Perspectives and DuSable high
schools.
And while the new head
coach also said that “changes are
going to come,” including a “nononsense policy,” assistant coach
Christopher Hopkins will remain
on staff.
While Rogers is the man
named for the job, there was
another candidate who was
rumored as getting the position:
former Mustang wide receiver
Chris James (Class of 2006),
who is also the founder of Heroh
Foundation, a non-profit organi-
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The Lady Mustangs (6-9), beat
the South Shore Lady Tars at
home, 53-46, the Friday before
winter vacation. Clockwise,
top: Senior center Destiny
Harden lines up a two-pointer
over her Lady Tar opponent;
junior guard Lamarria Johnson looks to lay it up under
the basket; sophomore guard
Nia Allen drives past a Lady
Tar into the paint during last
month’s home game. (Photos
by Jetara Harris)

Despite small
veteran group,
Mustangs roll
to victory

zation which provides resources
to student-athletes, including
tutoring, sport-specific training, a
seven-on-seven traveling football
team, and guidance through
leadership development, essentially for free.
Some speculated that James
would get the nod because of
his relationship with the school
and his relationships he has built
since graduating. It was stated by
Chris James himself at an EFT
senior football showcase held
in the fall that he had received
letters of recommendation from
University of Illinois head coach
Lovie Smith and University of
Alabama head coach Nick Saban,
both highly-respected coaches in
the football world.
Although these factors
are irrelevant now, they were
certainly buzzing throughout the
school as the search for a head
coach went on.
“Whether people like it or
not, Rogers is the man with the
job now, and everything has to
keep moving in order for us to
be successful,” junior quarterback
Benjamin Little said, “so we have
to move on and help him help us
because winning is the main goal.”

Junior forward Tamell Pearson drives to the basket
against Simeon defenders last month. (Photo by Dajsha
Byrd)

By Alan Taylor
and Alexis Pollard

T

he boys varsity Mustangs are off to a redhot start with a current record
of 9-2 (as of January 1), with
their only losses being a late
December bout with Whitney Young, 80-71, and the
59-57 defeat in the Battle of
Vincennes.
Varsity assistant coach
Lance Irvin is very proud on
how the season is going so far.
“Right now, I feel like
the team is playing very well,”
Irvin said, “due to the fact going into the season we didn’t
know what we should expect,
because we lost Charlie
Moore, Jarrin Randall, and
about six key players from
last years team…I think we
exceeded my expectations.”
The Mustangs have many
different weapons on their
team.
“That’s an interesting question,” Lance said.
“Probably the one who stands
out the most would be LJ
[Lamond Johnson] to be
totally honest. Of course, you
know everybody knows about
Ayo [Dosunmu], but LJ, he’s
a sophomore—he’s strong and
physical. He basically has to
handle the ball more than he
had to in the past, and this is

his first year playing on varsity
so I would have to say LJ.”
While Johnson is a fan
favorite on the team, and
basketball strength and conditioning coach Chris Hopkins
feels LJ doesn’t get the credit
he deserves.
“The most slept on player
I would say is LJ,” the coach
said. “He has talent that he
hasn’t fully displayed, but him
backing up the top player in
the country is only going to
make him better. I think when
he gets the chance to play at
his full potential, I think he’s
going to blow people’s minds.”
Junior Forward Tamell
Pearson is also one of the
most-watched here.
”Most typical people will
say Ayo,” Hopkins said, “[but]
I look at from a different
standpoint from being an explayer who is now a coach, I
look at everything. It’s the way
he plays, his passion to the
way he performs; he’s alert,
physical, and he goes over and
beyond. The thing I love the
most about him is his energy;
when he gets on the court,
everybody’s performance picks
up. Not only is he helping
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